
Meg, Nick and Grandpa were in Wan Chai.

‘Look!’ said Nick. ‘There’s a painting on this wall.’

Meg was excited. ‘There’s a painting here too,’ she 
said.

‘Amazing!’ Grandpa smiled and said. ‘Let’s look for 
some more.’

The children and Grandpa found lots of beautiful 
art in Wan Chai.
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‘Can we paint something too?’ asked Meg. 

‘Yes,’ said Grandpa. ‘Let’s be painters. Here’s an 
art studio. We can paint here.’

Meg painted a rabbit, Nick painted a robot, and 
Grandpa painted a kangaroo.

‘That was fun,’ said Nick.
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Meg and Nick meet people who do different jobs. 
Can you match the jobs with the correct pictures?

•
painter

•
poet

•
captain

• • •

studio (n.) 工作室 a place where an artist works

sailor (n.) 船員 a person who works on a boat

ferry (n.) 渡輪 a ship that carries lots of 
people
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Meg, Nick and Grandpa try to do different jobs. They 
paint, write poems and drive the ferry.

What job do you think Meg and Nick can try next? 
Write three different jobs below. Write a sentence 
about each job.
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Meg and Nick make art in Wan Chai. Then they 
travel on a ferry. Do their paintings get wet?

Learning in Action: 
Secret Art

We can use water to make special art. We need:

Draw a picture with the white crayon. It is secret 
art now. Do you want to see it?

A white crayon Watercolour paints
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Paint with watercolours. You 
can see your picture now.

The wax stops the water in 
the watercolour paints!

The oldest paintings by humans are in 
Indonesia. They are of people catching pigs!

Follow the link at the back of this book to 
learn more.

special 特別 watercolour 水彩

crayon 蠟筆 wax 蠟
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